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Abstract
A major concern of software development today is the integration of applications of
dierent enterprises, e.g., over the internet. This requires a shift of focus from system
development towards integration of enterprise models and evolution of systems. We
propose a conceptual framework for a method addressing these issues and discuss
its formalization by means of graph transformation concepts.
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1 Introduction
One of the major challenges for software engineering today is the integra-
tion of applications over the internet. E-commerce or e-business applications,
for example, combine services of dierent enterprises to yield one integrated
product. Thereby, boundaries between dierent data formats, computational
platforms, and administrative domains have to be bridged because, typically,
the applications have been developed under dierent authorities using dier-
ent process models, methodologies, and tools. A major concern is, therefore, to
achieve consistency between the dierent (sub)systems. The problem occurs
at dierent levels, like

the level of application logic concerned with business objects like bills, ac-
counts, and customers as well as business processes, like the payment of bills
or the opening of accounts
?
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
the level of software architecture concerned with application components,
like an e-banking server of a banking system and the corresponding client
at the customer's desktop computer, and the application protocols by which
the components communicate

the level of system architecture concerned with system components like data
bases, web servers, etc., their interaction and deployment on the actual
machines
One of the main approaches to achieve consistency at all levels is to start
with a model which represents an abstraction from both implementation de-
tails and irrelevant aspects of the real world. As shall be explained in more
detail below, such a model can be used to represent the present situation
(before the integration) or the intended situation afterwards. With the help
of models, many inconsistencies and conicts between the views of dierent
enterprises can be resolved simply by raising the level of abstraction and con-
centrating on the conceptual problems before dealing with implementation
issues.
The (in)consistency of views has been an issue of view-based development
approaches like [9,14]. Here we have to distinguish between inconsistencies
in the development process and between dierent components of the running
system. While the rst kind of inconsistency is a normal fact of system de-
velopment which has to be accepted and dealt with, e.g., by bookkeeping of
conicts until they are resolved, inconsistencies in the running system lead to
continuous eort for maintainance and error handling and should be avoided.
In this paper we are interested in this second kind of consistency.
Especially at the level of application logic, consistency problems cannot
be solved by computer scientists alone because the very basic concepts and
processes of an enterprise are involved. Thus it requires negotiations among
domain experts, computer scientists, and users from both enterprises to detect
semantic relations and conicts between the corresponding concepts. For this
purpose, a language is needed which is abstract (so that it does not force
to deal with low-level detail), intuitive (so that it is understandable to non-
computer scientists), and precise (in order to allow to detect inconsistencies
and errors between the views of dierent enterprises).
Object oriented modeling languages like the UML [18] fulll the rst two
requirements, i.e., they provide a high-level, intuitive notation to express all
the relevant aspects. However, they do not, in general, allow for precise spec-
ications unless a specic semantic interpretation is employed. Moreover, the
meaning of a model depends on the abstraction level, scope, and context of
the model, i.e., its role in the overall development process. Thus, a modeling
approach for inter-enterprise application integration (and in general) requires
both a formal foundation and a clear conceptual framework which makes pre-
cise the dierent roles models can play, as well as the relationships between
these roles.
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In this paper, these issues will be discussed at the level of requirement
specication (concerned with the application logic) because, for the above-
mentioned reasons, here the use of models is most eective. After introducing
the conceptual framework in the following section, in Section 3 to 6 the dif-
ferent dimensions and resulting roles are sketched and references are given for
possible formalizations. In Section 7, open problems are summarized.
2 Inter-Enterprise Application Integration
Mainstream UML-based development processes like the Unied Process [15]
or Catalysis [6] structure the early stage of development into activities like
(i) business modeling, that is, building a model that explains the present
concepts, documents, and processes of the enterprise without making
reference to any existing software system
(ii) requirement specication, i.e., stating the intended properties of the sys-
tem to be developed without making decisions about how it shall be
realized
The simplifying assumption here (of which the cited approaches are aware)
is that the task consists in developing a system from scratch, and that the
overall operation of the enterprise (the business model) does not change. In
fact, from the two descriptions, the following two dimensions can be derived.
business vs. system model that is, do we model all concepts and processes
relevant to the operation of the enterprise, or do we restrict ourselves to
those actually supported by a software system
before vs. after model i.e., does the model describe the present situation
(before the current development eort) or the (intended) situation after-
wards
With this terminology, item 1 above deals with the business model/before while
item 2 is concerned with the system model/after.
Naturally, if the task consists in integrating dierent applications, the exis-
tence of these applications before the current development eort is an issue of
high relevance, while the evolution of the business itself may or may not be im-
portant. A major additional dimension, particular to the integration problem,
is
local vs. global i.e., the scope of the model which may be concerned with
the view of one or the other enterprise, the intersection of these views, or
the integrated view.
On this basis, a process for inter-enterprise application integration (and
in general [24]) can be seen as a way of navigating through the three- (or
more-) dimensional space, visiting certain points in a pre-dened order. More
precisely, each point denes a potential role of a model in the development
3
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Fig. 1. A framework for inter-enterprise application integration
process, and for each particular process one has to dene both the roles that
actually have to be lled by models and the order in which this shall be done.
The benet of considering such a multi-dimensional conceptual framework
independently of the actual development process is the possibility of having
pre-dened relations between these roles which give rise to consistency condi-
tions between dierent models. (For example, a system model should always
be a reduction of the corresponding business model (if we x all other dimen-
sions), independently of the order in which they are produced.)
The dierent dimensions and roles of the framework and their relations are
visualized in the diagram in Fig. 1 as follows. The dimension of business model
B
j
i
vs. system model S
j
i
is shown vertically. The arrows B
j
i
 - S
j
i
shall describe
the idea that a system model is a reduction of the corresponding business
model. The transition between the situation before and after the development
is represented horizontally by dashed arrows from X
0
i
to X
1
i
. The integration
of models of dierent enterprises is expressed by the four diamonds between
vertices X
i
0
; X
i
1
; X
i
2
and X
i
. Here, X
i
1
and X
i
2
represent the two local enterprise
models, X
i
0
a common view of the two, and X
i
a correspondingly integrated
model.
Based on these notions, a typical development process for inter-enterprise
application integration can be described. For simplicity (and in order to pre-
pare the example presented later) we assume that the task consists in the
integration of two local software systems while preserving the actual busi-
ness processes. Therefore, the evolution will only take place at the level of
the system model. In general, however, as shown in the diagram of Fig 1 our
framework accommodates evolution at both levels.
(i) Reverse engineering: The business and system models B
0
1
 - S
0
1
and
B
0
2
 - S
0
2
are produced based on an analysis of the actual situation in
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both enterprises.
(ii) Integration of business models: The two local business models B
0
1
and
B
0
2
are integrated. This requires to build a reference model B
0
0
which
represents the shared concepts and operations of both local views, and
an integrated model B
0
based on the common reference model.
(iii) Integration of system models: In analogy to the business model, the local
system models S
0
1
and S
0
2
are integrated over the reference model S
0
0
to
S
0
. It has to be veried that S
0
is indeed a reduction of B
0
, i.e., the
relation B
0
 - S
0
has to be established.
(iv) Evolution of integrated system model: In this activity, the integrated sys-
tem model S
0
, which represents a global view of the two systems before
the actual development shall be transformed into a requirement speci-
cation S
1
for the integrated system afterwards. Since the business model
is preserved (i.e., B
0
= B
1
) we have to verify that this new system model
S
1
is still a reduction of the business model. (Thus, all that actually hap-
pens is an extension of the scope of the system supporting concepts and
tasks that have been dealt with manually before.)
(v) Projection and analysis of local evolution: The global model for the in-
tegrated system has to be projected onto the two local views in order
to understand the local changes required. Thus, the models S
1
1
; S
1
2
are
produced as well as their evolution relations to the models S
0
1
; S
0
2
. Again,
the reduction relation with B
1
1
= B
0
1
and B
1
2
= B
0
2
has to be veried.
In the following four sections, we will give some small examples for the
dierent models and their relationships and make reference to possible formal-
izations. However, before the three dimensions of our framework, the internal
structure of each of the models shall be explained, which may be seen as a
fourth orthogonal dimension.
3 Static, Dynamic, and Functional Aspect
All models are composed of three submodels representing, respectively, the
static, dynamic, and functional aspect. Employing UML notation, the static
aspect is given by a class diagram. Since we are at the level of requirement
specication, classes do not have method signatures associated with them,
i.e., the class diagram species only classes, associations, attributes, and con-
straints [15,6]. The dynamic model species business processes (within or out-
side the system) by means of activity diagrams consisting of action states
(oval vertices) which are connected by transitions modeling the ow of con-
trol (solid arcs) and/or objects (dashed arcs). In addition, notations for choice
(diamonds), and fork/join (horizontal bars) are provided [18]. The functional
aspect describes pre/post conditions and eects of actions by means of (pairs
of) instance diagrams interpreted as transformation rules [6].
The model given in Fig. 2 exemplies the three aspects. It represents the
5
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BankAccount
accNo
blz
LegalEntity
name
Shop
Bill
total
status
Product
prize
to
has
pays
issues
contains
Client
enter Bill
hand over Bill
check
BankAccount
after two weeks
send
warning
after one week
[no transfer
received]
[transfer 
received]
record 
payment
b:Bill
total = x
status = sent
:Client
pays
b:Bill
total = x
status = closed
:Client
hand over
Bill
Functional Model
Static Model Dynamic Model
:Shop :Shop
issues issues
Fig. 2. The business model of a shop (role B
0
1
)
local business model of a shop which shall play the role B
0
1
in our framework.
Notice that such a model is not object-oriented in the classical sense because
there is no association of actions with objects. In the cited OO process models,
this association happens later in the analysis phase.
Formally, the static and functional submodels jointly form a typed graph
transformation system [5] based on attributed graphs [17]. An activity dia-
gram can be seen as a notational variant of a (high-level) Petri net (see, e.g.,
[10]). Augmented with appropriate application conditions, attributed graph
transformation can encode Petri nets|thus a formal integration of the three
aspects should be straightforward.
4 Model Integration
When integrating two models that have been developed separately, we face two
dierent problems: the variation of scope and the incompatibility of represen-
tations. Variation of scope means that the fragment of the world described by
a model is enlarged or reduced when moving from a local to a more global
point of view, or vice versa. Thus, when integrating two views, we rst have
to understand the intersection of their scopes before we can actually merge
them. This is the motivation for considering, in our conceptual framework,
the reference model X
i
0
. Once this model is built and related to the two local
6
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hand over Bill
:Bill
status =
closed
:Client
:Order
amount = x
concerns
:Bill
status =
closed
:Client
:Order
amount = x
concerns
pays
:Order
amount = a
:Account
balance = y
to
:Account
balance = x
from
:Clerk
executes
:Account
balance = y+a
:Account
balance = x-a
:Clerk
do Transfer
Bank
blz
Order
amount
provides
Account
number
balance
uses
from
to
LegalEntity
name
concerns
Clerk
name
executes
Shop
Bill
status
Client
Product
prizecontains
pays
issues
:Order
:Bill
status = sent
:Client
pays
:Account
uses
concerns from
:Clerk
executes
:Order
:Bill
status = sent
:Client
pays
:Account
uses
concerns
:Clerk complete Order
form
Functional Model
Static Model
:Shop :Shop
issuesissues
Fig. 3. Integrated business model of shop and bank (static and functional aspect of
role B
0
)
views X
i
1
and X
i
2
, the intersection is xed and the integration can be done
(more or less) automatically [8].
Building the reference model, we face the problem of incompatible repre-
sentations: Models of independent enterprises are likely to use dierent names
for similar concepts, or the same names for concepts which are semantically
dierent. More dramatically, representations may be incomparable (e.g., be-
cause the same concept is modeled in two dierent ways using classes and
associations). These conicts have to be resolved in the reference model by
choosing one or the other representation or proposing a more general one.
Moreover, mappings have to be specied from the local representations to the
corresponding ones in the reference model.
An integrated business model, lling role B
0
of our framework, is shown
in Fig. 3 and 4. It represents the integration of the model in Fig. 2 with
the business model of a bank (not given in the paper). Notice the dierent
representations, e.g., of bank accounts which are modeled as single objects in
the local shop view while they are represented by two dierent (but related)
objects in the global model. A similar renement occurs in the case of bills.
The extension of the scope from the local to the global view is exemplied,
e.g., by additional concepts like Clerk, which do not have a correspondence in
the local view.
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BankShop
enter
Order form
do Transfer
[amount avail.][amount not avail.]
notify
Customer
enter Bill
hand over Bill
...
check
BankAccount
after
2 weeks
complete
Order form
:Bill
:Order
Dynamic Model
Fig. 4. Integrated business model of shop and bank (dynamic aspect of role B
0
))
The integration of conicting static models of dierent views into a single
consistent overall model has been studied in depth in the area of data base
design [2,22,4]. In order to describe the mapping between the two views at
the level of instances, the most promising approach seems to be that of triple
graph grammars [21] which allows the generation of bi-directional translators
out of correspondence rules.
In the functional view, we notice two additional rules, one originating from
the banking model and the other one (complete order form) providing a link
between the two businesses as shown in the dynamic submodel in Fig. 4.
In particular, the interaction of the functional submodels of two views has
been studied in depth in a series of papers on views and view integration
based on open graph transformation systems (see, e.g., [8,13,11]). Assuming
a semantic analogy between activity diagrams and Petri nets, the integration
of dynamic submodels is the subject of [1].
5 Business vs. System Modeling
A business model species all (relevant) concepts, processes, and actions of
an enterprise whereas a system model species only those that are actually
supported by a software system. (In addition, the system model typically
includes a specication of the users of a system, captured in a use case diagram.
Use case diagrams can also help to distinguish dierent (sub)systems and to
associate the main user actions (use cases) with the users and the (sub)systems
performing them. In this paper, we ignore the user model and consider all local
subsystems within the same enterprise as one integrated system.)
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b:Bill
total = x
status = sent
:Client
pays
b:Bill
total = x
status = closed
:Client
print Bill
Functional Model
Static Model Dynamic Model
BankAccount
accNo
blz
Bill
total
status
Product
prize
to pays
contains
Client
name enter Bill
printBill
record
Payment
[transfer
received]
Fig. 5. The model of a cashbox system (role S
0
1
)
The reduction from the business model to the system model is, again, a
variation of the scope of the model, formally described as a view relation [8].
Notice that we allow renaming, but we do not consider renement, i.e., the
level of detail should not change.
Fig. 5 shows the system model of a cashbox as reduction of the shop busi-
ness model in Fig. 2. Notice that the class Shop has been removed from the
static model (that is, the cashbox does not know about dierent shops). From
the dynamic model, two actions (check account and warn customer) are re-
moved because they are performed by the sales person without the cashbox's
assistance. The action hand over bill is replaced by print bill. In the functional
model, the rules that are not omitted (because the corresponding actions are
no longer present) have to be reduced to instances of the classes in the corre-
sponding class diagram. For example, from the rule print bill, the Shop object
has been removed.
6 Model Evolution
The evolution at the level of models anticipates the changes to the actual
system or business. If, as in the example presented here, the business model
is preserved, it provides a common context to the system model before and
after the change, i.e., both system models are reductions of the same business
9
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CashBox
enter Bill
printBill
complete
Order form
record
Payment
EBillingSystem
[transfer
received]
Bank
check 
Order
do Transfer
[amount avail.][amount not avail.]
notify
Customer
:Bill
:Order
:Order
:Bill
status = sent
:Client
pays
:Account
uses
concerns from
:Clerk
executes
:Order
:Bill
status = sent
:Client
pays
:Account
uses
concerns
:Clerk complete Order
form
Functional Model
Dynamic Model
Fig. 6. Requirement specication for integrated system model (dynamic and func-
tional aspect for role S
1
)
model. This shows the relevance of business modeling because, in this case, the
evolution of the system model mainly consists in choosing among the processes
and concepts of the business model those that shall be supported.
For example, in Fig. 6 the dynamic and functional submodels of the global
system model after the evolution are shown, lling role S
1
of the framework.
The activity diagram is a reduction of the one in the integrated business model
(Fig. 4) but for the fact that the action complete order form is now associated
with an EBillingSystem, i.e., a system which allows customers to handle bills
and corresponding bank transfers online. The associated rule coincides with
the one in Fig. 4 but for the fact that the clerk is no longer involved.
In general, also the business model will evolve, e.g., as a result of intro-
ducing new software. In this case, the relation between the models before and
after the evolution could be expressed by a (possibly partial) mapping relating
corresponding concepts. Such mappings can be obtained in dierent ways.

Through model transformations, i.e., applying (in all submodels) pre-dened
evolution rules. Formalizations of this idea are discussed, for example, in
[20,3,19,16,7,12].

As instances of a declarative (e.g., logic-based) requirement specication for
the target model.

By means of certain classes of homomorphisms between models that pre-
serve or reect important semantic properties.
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In general, one should distinguish between refactoring of the model (i.e., im-
proving the model structure while preserving its semantic content) and the
extension or renement of concepts.
7 Conclusion
In this section, we want to point out the open semantic issues in the frame-
work as a program of future work. A couple of things have to be worked out
in more detail in order to arrive at a fully formal notion of model, like the
relation between Petri nets and activity diagrams (formalizing the dynamic
aspect) and between open (high-level) Petri nets and open (attributed) graph
transformation systems (xing the relation between the functional and the
dynamic aspect). More or less open is the question, how to extend the view
integration approach with a technique for mapping dierent representations
of the same concept. We have mentioned triple graph grammars, but they are
not yet incorporated in the notion of view discussed in [8]. An alternative,
more general approach could be based on active constraints [23]. Similarly, a
general notion of evolution including the business model is missing, although
the cited rule-based approaches provide a good starting point.
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